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china economy

Economic growth
remains on track: Wen
Premier says official target will
be met, although 7.5-per-cent
rate would be lowest since 1990
BeiJing — China needs to make aggressive efforts to fine-tune its economic
policies in order to support an economy still under downward pressures,
Premier Wen Jiabao said yesterday,
suggesting Beijing will take further
action to fight slowing growth.
Nevertheless, Mr Wen reiterated
that China — the world’s second largest economy — remains on track to
meet its official economic growth target of 7.5 per cent for this year.
Mr Wen’s remarks came days after
China’s central bank cut interest rates

for the second time in a month, with
Beijing desperate to bolster an economy that may have suffered its worst
rate of growth since the global financial crisis over the April-June quarter.
“China’s current economic situation is generally stable, but it still faces
relatively huge downward pressure.
We should increase the strength of
policy fine-tuning,” the official Xinhua
news agency quoted Mr Wen as saying
during a trip to the eastern province
of Jiangsu.
Mr Wen added that China“should
maintain its proactive fiscal policy, focusing particularly on improving the
structural tax cut policies, while continuing to implement prudent monetary policy to effectively settle the
structural contradiction between the

supply and demand of credit”.
China’s previous round of policy
fine-tuning is now taking effect and the
pace of growth is in line with the official target for this year, said Mr Wen.
In March, Mr Wen cut this year’s
growth target — from a longstanding
annual goal of 8 per cent to 7.5 per cent,
which would be the lowest since 1990.
Yesterday, he said the government
should also implement existing policies aimed at supporting domestic
consumption. It also needed to diversify export channels, Mr Wen added.
Stabilising economic growth is not
a short-term measure and long-term
preparation is required to handle the
impact of the global financial crisis,
he said.
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Gold Coast Gets polished
with desiGn-CentriC plaCes
drippinG with attitude and
style to stay in or hanG out
Serene Lim

serenelim@mediacorp.com.sg

Australia’s Gold Coast
is transforming right before our very
eyes. Long associated with themed
parks and family holidays, the coastal city has grown up, sexed up and is
winking in the distance to woo travellers in swanky style. Three new hotels opening in the last two years are
leading the way — not just in terms of
their accomodation and amenities, but
in their design too.
The most exciting to shake up the
scene is an A$10 million revamp of
the Gold Coast International hotel.
Reborn as the QT Gold Coast in 2011,
the boutique hotel is the first seriously hip hotel Gold Coast has ever seen,
and also the first of a new chain of QT
Hotels opening Down Under.
“The QT project was an opportunity to create a new standard of hotel
delivering a unique designer experience with an irreverent and quirky
style customised to the property’s location,” explained David Seargeant,
managing director of the AHL group,
which owns QT Gold Coast. “We wanted to create a theme and experience
that invoked old world 50’s glamour
coupled with the vibrancy and relaxed
style of Surfers Paradise.”
The hotel is a head-turner right
from the very beginning: A video installation by New York based new media artist Jennifer Steinkamp greets
guests at the entrance. As the vision
for QT Hotels and Resorts is to inspire
conversation and arrest the senses
through innovative design, QT Gold
Coast is bang on trend. Nic Graham
of Nic Graham and Associates has
created a striking space described
as “nostalgic surfer chic combined
with Miami catwalk cool” according
to Graham.
Swathes of groovy shades like tangerine and bold playful prints are used
as a deliberate contrast to the white

Gold Coast —

based palette. Lighting specialist Pointofview completed the decor of the hotel with a clever mix of retro-inspired
lamps and accent lighting. Quirky
names for the common areas add to
the vibrant atmosphere. Just take the
area called The Lawn which is deliberately sunken with an illuminated ceiling above; a customised feature wall
and colourful hanging pendant lamps
make a statement at hotel cafe, Fixx.
Enhancing the eclectic nature of
the hotel is cutting-edge furniture
from homegrown Aussie brand Tait’s
Jil tables to fun Stump stools by fellow Oz brand, Stylecraft. Handcrafted
rugs pave the way in the reception and
lobby seating section while columns
covered in rope and nautical lanterns
create “all round summer beach vibe”.
QT’s restaurant Bazaar and Stingray bar have become attractions in
their own right. “At Bazaar, QT Gold
Coast’s marketplace restaurant, an
intricate timber ceiling and a host of
modern furniture re-creates a traditional marketplace with a twenty-first
century twist,” elaborated Seargeant.
With its splashes of pop art and edgy
industrial chic furnishings, QT’s
Stingray bar, is luring scenesters as
the place to see and be seen.

did you
know?
While the origin
of the city’s name
is debatable,
the name “gold
coast” was bestowed upon the
city by real estate
investors and the
city also holds the
title of the largest
cross-state population of any metropolitan area in
Australia.
sleek and glitzy hilton surfers paradise.
Qt Gold Coast’s lobby.

sea temple surfers paradise’s lobby.

spaQ of Qt Gold Coast.

sleek sisters

If QT Gold Coast has blown off the
lid in the hip stakes, Hilton Surfers
Paradise prefers to take a glitzier approach. Hailed as a landmark property for the Hilton group, the A$700
million development is the “first new
upscale, global hotel to be built in the
Gold Coast in over 10 years” according to Martin Rinck, president, Asia
Pacific, Hilton Worldwide.
The twin towers of the hotel are
designed by architectural firm The
Buchan Group to “maximise the
breathtaking view of the ocean and
the mountain ranges and winding canals to the west”. The sail-like structures reflect the unique energy and
growing sophistication of the Gold

Bazaar, Qt Gold Coast’s marketplace restaurant.

Qt Gold Coast’s stingray bar.

Coast, and interiors of the hotel embody the same spirit — no two floor
plans are the same but they all feature
the same stylish furnishings in clean
crisp lines and a neutral palette.
The pool area known as The
Deck, especially, is a focal point. The
1,500sqm space consists of four pools,
private day beds, outdoor terrace and
even BBQ pavilions where poolside
valets wait on guests hand and foot.
Hilton’s hotel bar, Fix, is overseen
by celebrity Sydney-based mixologist,
Grant Collins, who’s concocted drinks
for the likes of Kate Moss and Russell Crowe. These A-listers will probably be right at home here. Fix oozes
high-octane style with its red leather
feature wall, a seven-metre long granite bar counter, plush ottomans and
chaises and beaded screens.
Hot on the heels of Hilton Surfers Paradise is another mixed development, Sea Temple Surfers Paradise which opened a mere week after
Hilton last September. Not to be out-

done, the 77-level tower of two and
three bedroom apartments boast a
stunning ocean view with floor to
ceiling windows in every apartment.
American designer Christopher Guy
and furniture store Robertsons Furniture and Design were also enlisted to
curate furniture and interiors to create an understatedly luxe finish.
Hot HanGouts

While these gorgeous new hotels
and their corresponding watering
holes might make it hard to leave
their grounds, it’s well-worth checking out some of Gold Coast’s other
funky developments like Black Lyrics Coffee. The restobar is a definite
success story with crowds descending every night to imbibe both the espresso martinis and cool vibe of the
place. The furniture is made by the
owners and staff themselves using
recycled material. In fact, the entire
kitchen was transplanted from an-

other restaurant’s unused cold room
and rebuilt. And within 18 months of
its opening, Black Lyrics Coffee is now
mentioned in the same breath as established places like Hare & Grace in
Melbourne and Flying Fish in Sydney.
Equally buzzing is Justin Lane
Pizzeria and Bar in Burleigh Heads
opened by local lad Adam Haralampou last year. It has already gained
a steady following of regulars, who
dig its intimate and raw interiors of
dark wooden rustic furniture contrasting against the brushed copper
bar counter, as much as they love the
sour-dough pizzas.
Another gathering point for hip,
young things is multi-disciplinary
arts hub Rabbit & Cocoon, which is
housed in a former industrial estate
of beachside suburb Miami, and officially opened last November. Here,
emerging artists “produce, showcase

and market projects”; the in-house
cafe The Shed is a cute outpost decked
out to resemble a cosy old-fashioned
Queenslander home.
That might sound like the furthest
thing from Gold Coast’s glam hotels
but this diversity is surely a sign of
how the city is surely finding a new
stylish identity.

Black lyrics Coffee.

rabbit & Cocoon.

SCOOT to
Gold Coast
Fly to the Gold Coast with scoot,
the latest airline from singapore
to take to the skies. scoot flies
to Gold Coast five times a week,
with rates starting from s$158.
Visit www.flyscoot.com for more
information and scoot deals.
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Sun, sand and art
Plan your calendar
around these four festivals

MAYO MARTIN

mayo@mediacorp.com.sg

Gold Coast — Fact: Australia’s Gold
Coast may be known for its awesome
beaches populated by hot surfer dudes
and sexy bikini babes. Fact: You can
actually go there, not just to bask under the sun, but experience a bit of
culture. Yes, the place can dish out
some lively, interesting festivals for
everyone, from families to hardcore
art lovers, from music enthusiasts to
foodies. Here are some to mark your
calendar with.

Gold Coast Eisteddfod

Attracting some 60,000 participants
a year, it’s the largest festival of its
kind in Australia, combining dance,

music, speech, and theatre, all courtesy of the dance groups, choirs, performers, orchestras and bands who
come from all over the country to take
part. Not bad, considering its humble
roots back in 1982, when it was part
of the Tropicarnival festival, which
drew a mere 600 competitors. The
festival is now considered a stepping
stone for many of Australia’s performers, including actress/singers Sophie
Monk and Ricki-Lee Coulter.

Aug 2 to Sept 12, 2012, at Robina
Community Centre, Robina Town, and Arts
Centre Gold Coast, Surfers Paradise.
www.goldcoasteisteddfod.com.au

Swell Sculpture Festival

The beach. Lots of sculptures. If
you’re an art lover who also likes sun
and sand — and who says there aren’t
any — then this one’s for you. The 10th
edition will feature 50 works by artists in Australia and overseas that visitors can enjoy for 10 days — for free.
Alternatively, you have go to the art-

The Surfers Paradise Festival offers something for everyone.

ist talks or wander through the Swell
Smalls Gallery, or participate in master classes. The young ones even have
children’s workshops for them to get a
hands-on experience.
Sept 14 to 23, 2012, Pacific Parade, Currumbin
Beach. www.swellsculpture.com.au

The Surfers Paradise Festival

Crowds rock out as Gold Coast kicks out the jams.

sinGapore — Meanwhile,

back in Singapore, a promising week started off
with a farewell party for the newly
retired academic Dr KK Seet, who
was presented the Singapore Theatre Vanguard Award by 23 theatre
companies for his efforts in nurturing the scene. The arts council also
announced the 17-member Singapore
Arts Festival review committee and
also opened applications for the new
Aliwal Arts Centre.
To celebrate its 10th anniversary,
Checkpoint Theatre held a fund-rais-

ing show featuring scenes from its
past works. The Singapore Writers
Festival presented Utter, a doublebill of stage adaptation of local literary works, as a teaser to this year’s
edition. Kinetic Rain, which is touted
as the world’s largest moving sculpture, was unveiled at Changi Airport
Terminal 1.
The Goodman Arts Centre kicked
off its first Visual Talkback series seeing artists in dialogue with one another to explain their works. Winning
pieces from the Downtown Line Art
In Transit contest were announced,
which will be used for the Beauty
World, Jalan Besar and Expo stations.
And finally, Nanyang Academy of Fine
Arts and School Of The Arts signed a
landmark agreement that allows SOTA students to be admitted directly to NAFA’S diploma programme.
MaYo Martin

For more of
the arts visit
the arts Centre
Gold Coast, 135
Bundall road,
Surfers Paradise
QLd 4217, www.
theartscentregc.
com.au.

It’s one entire month of art, culture,
music and food, drawing the entire
Gold Coast community together
against the backdrop of the famous
beachfront. There is something for
everyone — with free concerts, art
exhibitions and outdoor dining. This
year’s recently-concluded edition included an inaugural short film fest, an
exhibition at skate decks, an outdoor
interactive theatre experience and
gigs by bands such as Oceanics, Fairchild Republic and Last Dinosaurs,
among others. For foodies and “retail
enthusiasts”, events such as the popular Suitcase Rummage (with its stash
of recycled and “up-cycled” clothes,
books, records and hand-made bric-

arTS
GuidE

Jia aili’s Old Painter i.
Melbourne international
CoMedY Festival
roadshow 2012
The annual comedy fest from Down
Under is back in Singapore. Comedians include Randy (Heath McIvor),
Damian Callinan, Ronny Chieng,
Matt Okine and Denise Scott.
July 10 to 14, 8pm, DBS Arts Centre —
Home Of SRT. 6pm and 9pm on Saturday.
Tickets at S$46 to S$69 from Sistic.

a-brac) and The Magic Chef (who combined magic and cooking for a show)
made sure they were all well-occupied.
June to July, Surfers Paradise.
www.surfersparadisefestival.com

Cooly rocks On

This one is all about retro cars and
music, and it’s quite a popular combination too, attracting 50,000 people
for an 11-day nostalgia-tinged event
celebrating the ’50s and ’60s. You’ve
got night car cruises, Elvis impersonators galore, a surfing competition, a
Miss Pin-up context and lots of people
dancing to rock n’ roll, rockabilly and
swing. Even as some 1,000 hot rods
line the streets. It all culminates on
the final weekend where the streets
are closed to traffic and outdoor stages are set up for day-long live shows.
How do you survive a blast from the
past? By going along with it, weaving
through hundreds of retro stalls from
sun up to sundown.
May 31 to June 10, 2013, Coolangatta and
Tweed Heads. www.coolyrockson.com

seeker oF hope:
works bY Jia aili
An exhibition featuring the monumental oil paintings, installations
and delicate paper works by one of
China’s top young artists.
Until Sept 23, 10am to 7pm, Singapore
Art Museum, 71 Bras Basah Road.
Until 9pm on Friday. Admission at S$10.
a brown bear, a Moon
and a Caterpillar
Act 3 International presents a brand
new production by Mermaid Theatre,
a triple bill of three tales from Eric Carle brought to life with puppetry and
visual effects for children ages 3 to 6.
July 14 to 29, various times,
Genexis Theatre, Fusionopolis.
Tickets at S$20 to S$30 from Sistic.
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O’Reilly’s Retreat is a great getaway for those who want to get back to nature.

gold coast greenery

Nature’s best
by design
Unearth the Gold
Coast’s backyard
beauty in a genuine
array of lush escapes
O’Reilly’s
Rainforest
Retreat prides
itself in being
eco-conscious.
Check out
their specials
http://www.
oreillys.com.au.

Don MenDoza

donm@mediacor.com.sg

The sun-soaked surf
town posture is possibly Australia’s
Gold Coast most recognisable aspect.
This hip coastline culture has been defining its seaside tourism industry for
nearly a decade. The 70km beachfront
panorama is unmistakably gorgeous,
and the grand ocean views are incomparable.
But it’s not all this east coast destination is good for — by any stretch.
To deny the region’s vastly varied
natural beauty would be akin to saying Elle Macpherson only looks hot in
a bikini. And we’re not talking about
some well-kept secret among the cognoscenti. The Gold Coast’s hinterland,
Lamington National Park and the Scenic Rim, offer breathtaking mountain
vistas to match an irresistible invite to
lose — or find — oneself in the tranquil surrounds of its subtropical rainforests.
Coincidently, all it takes for a quick
reminder of this verdant other side to
the Gold Coast — from, say, a privileged perch at the top of the iconic
Q1 building (its SkyPoint observation
deck on level 77 is open daily) — is for
someone to quite literally turn their
back to the ocean.
There is the opportunity to experience a fiery sunrise at 1,700 feet in

Gold Coast —

the air, cruising in a hot air balloon.
(And while this is hugely popular
among tourists, the views are quietly dramatic.)
That being said, I’ve since discovered similarly enchanting ways to
take in the region’s inherent splendours — ones that take you beyond
your koala-cuddling snapshot at the
lovely Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary.
One of these escapes is located
about one-and-a-half hour’s drive
west of Gold Coast city, in the heart of
World Heritage listed Lamington National Park. O’Reilly’s Retreat is not
only one of the oldest set-ups, recently
celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the family’s arrival, but it is also the
only retreat in the national park.
Of course, it’s one thing to admire
how well the first generation did, given
the isolation, but managing director
and third generation family member
Shane O’Reilly relishes the importance of looking ahead. And that is
exactly what the family did with its
recent and most ambitious expansion
project to date. Launched in 2008 to
the tune of A$35 million, the 48 selfcontained Mountain Villas eco-villa
development incorporates the Lost
World Spa and a conference centre,
all set against a magnificent mountain
backdrop. Indeed, few luxury immersions in nature are as complete and
defining.
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ing out in the country. Even if just a
day trip is on the cards, a spot of coffee and cake on terrace at Hilltop On
Tamborine is worth that leisure trek
up Tamborine Mountain. This bedand-breakfast establishment also
doubles as an art gallery and cafe,
and offers views of the city in the distance; local works currently showing
at the gallery include contemporary
pieces from Jennifer McConaghy, Fiona Rafferty and cardboard sculptures
by Brisbane based artist, Terry Summers.
Another native of the mountain offering a more ravishing feast for the
senses is Songbirds Rainforest Retreat. Guests can opt for one of six
luxurious villas, including an executive lodge that sleeps four adults, scattered strategically among 50 acres of
emerald rainforest. Couples will no
doubt appreciate how each beautifully appointed villa is also fitted with
a double spa bath, and a lounge area
with a gas ember fire for canoodling.
As its name implies, some of
Australia’s most famous songbirds,
namely the kookaburras, whipbirds
and lorikeets, seranade you — for
free. Gracing the grounds and adding to these is a selection of stone
sculptures by Antone Bruinsma.
They include a huge 250cm-wide helidon freestone statement dubbed
Ancient Blossom, which in the artist’s eyes represent “the richness that

Executive villa Songbirds Retreat.
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relationships bring into our lives”. It
is located amongst other sizeable
pieces in a small clearing next to the
restaurant. As one might expect, the
setting makes for a popular venue for
intimate weddings. Some, though,
come for the food. Its multi-awardwinning Songbirds Restaurant was
just awarded a “hat” by Brisbane
Times Good Food Guide 2012 (the local equivalent of the Michelin Guide).
Flaunting a more traditional expression of artisanal flavours, the
Polish Place is another established
option for cottage lodgings on the
mountain, owned and managed by
Tasmanian native Phil Sowter and
his Polish wife. Their daughter manages the front of house of its prized
restaurant, which dishes out authentic polish fare served alongside some
of the most breathtaking views of the
Great Diving Range, stretching from
its Western Rim to Mount Warning.
It’s hard not to fall in love with the
Gold Coast this close to nature. Retreating to its lush forests is as much
a lovers’ dream getaway as a stay-in
weekend at a snazzy apartment overlooking the ocean. Regulars of the
Escarpment Retreat will attest to
the fact.
In fact, according to owner and
managing director Gary Poole, it’s
one of the hottest places for marriage
proposals. Blame the inspiring views,
the crisp cool air or the sensuality of
seclusion, but the retreat actually has
a lookout point dedicated to this romantic intimation, aptly christened
Lovers View. Other inspiring aspects
include villas boasting 5m-high vaulted timber lined ceilings, a king size
four poster canopy bed, log fire place
and a spa bath.
From a Gold Class cinema prepped
for two to its Day Spa facilities that include a Grecian spa bath, everything
here is designed for romance — you
know, just in case that stroll through
the manicured gardens or along the
Guanaba stream didn’t quite do the
trick. don Mendoza

MaGiC Mountain

Driving around the Gold Coast is an
advantageous means of exploring
more of the land, particularly if your
itinerary affords you a good mix of
city-combing and some soul-search-

Gold Coast’s inland beauty is nothing short of magical.

